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The Practice of  Virtue

Virtuous thought, words and behavior result in a natural ability to: 

• Be empowered, responsible and feel joy, 
• Live with inner peace and trust, 
• Accept reality with intelligence and gratitude,
• Have respect and reverence for all peoples and all life, 
• Be motivated by the desire for purpose and meaning in life, 
• Apologize, forgive injury and, most of  all, 
• Laugh and find humor in this very imperfect life on Earth! 

When we take the step-by-step path outlined here, the achievement of  strong and virtuous character 
may be clearly and logically pursued. These three simple practices require only commitment and 
implementation for success. 

1. Reading a Virtue Scroll
2. Daily Retrospection (usually includes writing, notes or journaling)
3. Writing a Virtue Diary or Checking a Virtue Chart

 Cultivating Awareness for Personal Advancement

RETROSPECTION

Thinking back through our day is necessary for changing ourselves because only with conscious observation 
can we make decisions regarding our emotions, behavior and habits. This depth of  self-examination not only 
applies to developing virtuousness but it improves the mental ability to concentrate, to self-observe and to 
choose feelings and attitudes. Change requires mental focus, decision-making and action. Emotions are not 
who we are rather a feeling response to what we think. Cognitive restructuring is the direct path to emotional 
intelligence, character strength and optimism.

WRITING AND JOURNALING

To deepen consciousness of  self, process, emotion, direction and creativity, many people make a commitment 
to write at least three pages daily. Writing may not be your way, so please don’t judge, criticize nor feel guilty if 
this is not your style. Knowing the self  through focused self  awareness is the first and most powerful practice 
for character development. Writing requires knowledge, understanding and definition. Contemplation bears 
the same fruits. We achieve the goal of  focused and discerning knowledge of  ourselves and our unique ways 
of  experiencing the world through self-observation. 

SELF-EXAMINATION AND NEW IDEAS

Use the Virtue Chart or the Daily Virtue Diary to work the daily discipline of  self-examination and to plan 
new ways of  living and relating.
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Self-Examination and Refinement

Life is not a problem to be solved, it is a mystery to be lived.
-Soren Kierkegaard

Recall Your Daily Thoughts, Words and Deeds:  

When first thou dost from soothing sleep arise,
Hasten about thy day's intended work;
Nor suffer sleep to fall on the soft lids
Till thrice thou has each act of  the day recalled;
How have I sinned? What done? What duty missed?
Go through them first to last; and, if  they seem
Evil, reproach thyself, if  good, rejoice.
Toil at and practice this: this must thou love;
This to the Path of  Heavenly Virtue leads.
 -from The Golden Verses of  the Pythagoreans

1. READ THE SCROLL: For effective cognitive restructuring, learn what your 
thoughts, words and actions look like when you are true to the virtue. At the 
end of  the day, read the Virtue Scroll for the week or month. 

2. RETROSPECTION: Think backwards through your daily experience. Holding 
the virtue in mind, (eg: Patience) observe when you had an opportunity to be 
patient. Consider how patiently you responded to people and experiences in 
your thoughts and words and actions. Did you express patience? Could you 
have been more patient? Are you more or less patient than you had thought? 
How do you feel when you're impatient? patient?

3. GATHER THE DATA: Note a plus or minus on your Virtue Diary or Virtue 
Chart for each event. Do this without judging yourself. Be accurate, keep to 
intelligent observation like a scientist taking data in an experiment.

4. NEW IDEAS: As each day comes, you will find yourself  becoming more 
conscious of  your possible choices to think and behave with patience. Then 
you will move from awareness into embodiment of  your new insights and 
ideas and the virtues will naturally become second nature for you. You will 
usually gain a sense of  power for good because it was a direct result of  your 
decision.

    Heather Carlile · MA · LPC    heatherc@heathercarlile.com   www.heathercarlile.com    214 · 636 · 5889
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Goals for Strong Character

NOTICE THAT TODAY IS BETTER: Seeking virtue turns our eyes to the shining best of  being 
human. If  we become discouraged, we can remember to make precious where we are today.  Our 
advancement is the reasonable outcome of  what we have learned up to the present.  Turning to look back 
and to see how far we've come can keep us inspired to continue the journey. 

THE SPAN OF HUMAN GROWTH: The four columns in the chart below show a simple example of  
how we can view the growth of  humanity.  It conceptualizes a continuum which acknowledges the 
profound lessons many of  us have already mastered in human maturation:

1. PRIMITIVE: the innocence and ignorance of  original primitive awareness
2. BARBARIC: the damage done by peoples who have learned to defend and fight
3. CIVILIZED: the effort for respect and peace through order and civility
4. REVERENT: the goal of  society reaching to make life honorable and happy. 

Humanity Advances:  From Primitive to Reverent

PRIMITIVE BARBARIC CIVILIZED REVERENT

IMMATURE WOUNDED MATURE VIRTUOUS

SURVIVING WARRING THRIVING HONORABLE

CARELESSNESS INCOMPETENCY RESPONSIBLE EFFICIENCY
RIVALRY REVENGEFUL NOT RETALIATING FORBEARANCE

FEARFULNESS COWARDICE STRENGTH COURAGE
DEFENSIVE PREJUDICE LISTENING TOLERANCE

HAPHAZARD DESTRUCTIVE ORDER PRECISION
INSINCERE HYPOCRISY HONESTY SINCERITY

TAKING/USING GREED GIVING CHARITY
CONTROLLING IMPATIENCE WAITING PATIENCE

REACTING INDISCRETION PROBLEM-SOLVING DISCERNMENT
JEALOUSY MALICE SHARING KINDLINESS

SELFISHNESS TREACHERY LOYALTY DEVOTION
SELF-

PRESERVATION
ARROGANCE RESPECT HUMILITY

Heather Carlile · MA · LPC    heatherc@heathercarlile.com   www.heathercarlile.com    214 · 636 · 5889
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VIRTUE RECORD

 Date:    Today's Virtue:

The news for today and how I did or didn’t live with the virtue:

Insights I have about myself  and life today:

Insights about my virtue practice today:

 Virtue Reflection:  +     -

Ideas for self-refinement tomorrow and/or in the future:

Virtue is not to be considered in the light of  mere innocence, or abstaining from harm, 
but as the exertion of  our faculties in doing good. 

-Joseph Butler
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VIRTUE LOG

VIRTUE Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Retrospection +           - +           - +           - +           - +           - +           - +           -
Efficiency
Forbearance
Courage
Tolerance
Precision
Sincerity
Charity
Patience
Discernment
Kindliness
Devotion
Humility

VIRTUE Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
Retrospection +           - +           - +           - +           - +           - +           - +           -
Efficiency
Forbearance
Courage
Tolerance
Precision
Sincerity
Charity
Patience
Discernment
Kindliness
Devotion
Humility

 As you think back through your day, place plus marks and minus marks in 
 the box for the day. Read a Virtue Scroll a day and watch your pluses increase 
 and your minuses decrease!



Charity Scroll

Charity is giving to others . . . with love.

I belong to the family of  humanity.
I accept people just as they are.

I am part of  the world community. All people are linked together. When any of  us grow, we are all 
uplifted. When any of  us are disrespected, we all share the limitation. I am thus connected with 
everyone I meet and they are part of  me. I understand that, because of  this link, any action I take 
returns to me. So, whatever I do to another, I ultimately do to myself. I express charity and love for 
everyone in my life. I am happy to be alive. I am grateful that I share my life with many special 
people.

I maintain composure in difficult situations.
I am at ease, courteous and considerate with others.

I appreciate my friends and my charity is discerning. When someone needs to confide in me, I listen 
with kindliness and compassion. Yet I avoid being overly sympathetic so I do not indulge another or 
become too involved in their problems. When appropriate, I may extend means whereby they may 
help themselves. I am compassionate and tolerant in my understanding of  human weakness in myself 
and others.

My expectations of  others are respectfully realistic.
I give gifts with enthusiastic delight.

I am a truly generous, giving person. If  someone is angry, resentful or unkind, I consciously choose 
to shift my thoughts to compassionate understanding of  the inner turmoil, hurt and fears at work 
within. I offer the patience and forbearance that I appreciate when I am tired or upset. When 
someone needs me and I am busy, rushed or confused, I stop and take a deep breath. I let the natural 
spirit of  loving charity rise up in me like a spring. I see myself  as a clear, cool stream where others 
always find refreshment.

It is my second nature to forgive.
My friendship is sensitive and respectful.

I know that I create my attitudes and feelings through my thoughts. So, I have mastered my thinking 
to always turn away from impatient or critical thoughts. I face my true path of  selfless charity 
wherein I choose to bear all things, believe all things, hope all things, endure all things in order that 
others may be helped in learning the great lessons of  life. Charity denotes an inner strength beyond 
intellectual comprehension. I give out of  the joy of  generosity and the power of  love without 
expecting any return. My motives are pure, just and kind.

I express appreciation and gratitude every day.
I possess the joyful spirit of  loving charity.

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to Fred Lowder and Brett Stalcup of  Discovery Training.
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Courage Scroll

Courage is trusting my strength . . . with good cheer.

 Courage is acting in accord with my integrity. 
 I stand up patiently for what is right.

Courage is making decisions and taking action for what I know is right even when I don't want to or 
when I'm afraid. I become tenacious and resolved. I choose wisely. When I am confronted by 
someone, I remain quiet and relaxed. I observe their concern and discern their anxiety. I use reason 
to respond with the best words or actions. I don't let myself  get 'hooked' by fear or by a need to 
control. My courage ensures that I stay focused on understanding and resolution.  My courage keeps 
my thoughts clear and focused. I remind myself  that I am never bad. Even when someone I respect 
criticizes me or confronts me, I remind myself  that I am not a mean person, I am good. I am true to 
myself.  I may need to change my behavior. I am willing to consider that.

 I am courageous and wise when challenged.
 My courage calls me to act from my integrity. 

My inner strength never deserts me. I act in truth and honesty. My integrity is there even when I feel 
alone or lost. I face my fears and sorrows with nobility. I feel strong when I stand for what is right. I 
am willing and cheerful. Even when I'm tired, sad, anxious and frustrated, my courage keeps me 
from giving up. I remain firm. I stand tall inside myself. I can always take the next step.

 I face my fears with bravery and nobility.
 I am willing and cheerful. 

When I am ready, I take action to improve myself. My courage serves me best when I need to 
redecide. Like the thoughtful person who says "no," to the next delaying tactic, snack, cigarette, 
scathing word, or depressing thought, I say "no" to the old habits that I want to extinguish. As I 
sense the internal impulse to reach for the chocolate, to strike back with an insult or to dwell on a 
negative thought, I stop. My courage calls me to act from my integrity. I choose the high road.

 My courage impels me into positive change.
 I respect myself  and others.

When I examine my patterns, I logically look at my weaknesses and mistakes. I am strong and honest 
enough to acknowledge the old patterns I want to end or replace. My courage allows me to know and 
honor my shadow side. My wisdom helps me understand my direction of  growth. I maintain a 
positive attitude. I act in ways that express respect and courtesy toward myself  and others.

 I patiently stand up for what is right.
 I am true to myself.       

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to Linda Willer.      
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Devotion Scroll

Devotion is living for a purpose . . . with a passion.

I have the power to achieve greatness!
I rise to ever-higher levels of  love and service.

I dedicate myself  to the service of  good. My burning desire for meaning and purpose inspires me to 
pursue self-mastery. I seek to uplift my character. I expand my emotional strength. I refine my mental 
dexterity and knowledge. I develop virtuous speaking and relating. I make specific plans to reach my 
goals and I work my plans every day. I do not allow anything to interfere with the fulfillment of  my 
purpose: not fatigue, conflict, nor confusion. Even on the busiest day, I make the time to focus on 
my values. My connection with purpose comes first in my life. 

I give life to the spirit of  loyalty and faithfulness.
No power of  earth can stand in my way.

I can achieve anything I value. When I set a goal, I devote my thoughts, my words, my emotions and 
my actions toward its accomplishment. I know that any great achievement requires full commitment. 
I focus my personal powers carefully. Even when long effort and hours are required, I freely give 
myself  to a goal. When I encounter setbacks, my devotion is unwavering. I understand that, as I 
overcome each adversity, I increase my strength of  character to meet ever greater challenges. I never 
quit or give up. I persist, steadfastly working toward my goal.

I sizzle with zeal and enthusiasm for my mission.
I keep going until I reach my goals and dreams.

I know the personal values which inspire me with enthusiasm. I consciously choose to motivate 
myself  with what excites my passion for growth. Even when I feel discouraged, I remind myself  that 
setbacks usually have a lesson for me. I learn the lessons and move forward, released from their 
weight. The only thing between my present state and my ideal is time. I want to grow and change, to 
become a noble person of  wise and loving character. I use my personal power to help create a better 
culture and civilization.

I live the spirit of  passionate devotion.
I rise to ever-higher levels of  love and service.

I devote my mission to the service of  humanity. I let go of  any need to control others and turn to do 
what is for the greatest good of  all concerned. I use discernment and express myself  in loving ways 
to serve the potential of  the people I encounter. Each day I become more sensitive in my response to 
myself  and my needs for change. I am first devoted to my spiritual self-mastery. I ensure that my 
contemplative time has priority in my day. I am profoundly grateful for the abundance everywhere in 
my life through contentment, beauty, prosperity and love.

I am devoted to being a champion.
I have the power to achieve greatness.

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to Cindy Waldenmaier Gorczyca.      
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Discernment Scroll

Discernment is choosing the best . . . with wisdom.

I have the insight to see the truth.
I gain greater wisdom with each experience.

   
I am ready to know the truth about myself  and the world. Even when it's uncomfortable, I am 
willing to see myself  accurately. I let go of  pride, insecurity and guilt. I look at myself  honestly so I 
can decide how to move myself  forward. I stop trying to protect myself  from imagined criticism or 
judgment by wanting to look good. I let go of  any beliefs that I have to be perfect or that life is a 
performance. I choose to see life as the classroom in my spiritual school.

I use and refine my mental powers.
I have good judgment.

I have faith in my ability to discern the best course of  action. When I am faced with a situation 
where it seems there's no good solution, I remind myself  that I know the first step to take. I carefully 
think through to the positive results I desire. I use my creativity to generate possible actions and, like 
a scientist, I test them. I see what I learn from each possibility even when an option fails. I have the 
patience to continue to test solutions until I find one that works.

I make wise decisions.
I see beyond the obvious.

I use discernment to eliminate activities which deplete my time and energy. I choose my personal 
development as my priority in life. I explore until I find the relationship, the work or the situation 
which offers me growth opportunities. As I follow my inner wisdom, I gain trust in my intuition. I 
choose play, fun and pleasure that genuinely uplift me. I do things that expand my knowledge, skills 
or enjoyment. I have a great sense of  humor and laughter comes freely.

I enjoy putting the pieces of  the puzzle together.
I have the ability to choose wisely.

I am interested in learning about better ways to get along with others. Rather than rejecting an 
emotional reaction or impulsively expressing it in the presence of  others, I use it as an opportunity to 
clarify my perceptions. I stop to calm myself  and choose to process my feelings in solitude. 
Sometimes I take a walk, sometimes I talk to an objective listener and sometimes I write for greater 
understanding. I learn to discern when my feelings are congruent and when they are immature. In 
this way I gain wisdom about myself  and others. Then I use discernment when there is a grievance I 
need to air with someone. I know how to work for win/win or wise compromise. As a result I have 
relationships with special people and have very good friends.

I acquire greater wisdom every day.
I have the insight to discern truth.

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to William Gray DeFoore.      
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Efficiency Scroll

Efficiency is planning ahead . . . with respect.

I spend my time, resources and energy wisely.
I am free to think through whatever I do.

Efficiency begins in my thoughts. I start the day with my priorities clear. I release any old  beliefs that 
pressure, struggle and overwhelm are tolerable. I have a natural leadership and problem-solving style. 
When I begin a project, I think it through first and arrange for the necessary resources. I am precise 
and realistic about estimating the hours, energy and materials needed. I ensure success and dignity for 
myself  and all others involved by creating an efficient atmosphere.

I take control of  my life and my time.
I enjoy confidence and competence.

I keep a list updated for my commitments, errands and responsibilities. Though I take care to use my 
time and energy for maximum results, I don't sacrifice precision. I feel satisfaction when I order my 
environment to balance efficiency and precision without being a perfectionist. My clarity of  thought 
expands and feelings of  anxiety disappear. I dissolve any concern that I must control everything. I 
turn my focus toward discerning my personal priorities.

I have an air of  relaxation and order.
I am inspired by success for myself  and others.

As I work, creative new ideas flow to me for better efficiency. I enjoy saving time and energy so I 
have more discretionary hours. I make sure that most of  my days balance tasks, enjoyment, 
interaction and rest. I relish the quality of  life inherent in mastering efficiency. I am graceful about 
saying, "no," so I don't sacrifice my needs or make commitments I can't easily keep. I always make 
time for my physical health and exercise activities. I appreciate the freedom to enjoy my dear ones, 
my hobbies and my community service.

I notice my creativity continues to expand.
I live with complete faith in abundant living.

Success and prosperity flow effortlessly to me. It is self-defeating to believe that over-work and 
sacrifice achieve success. Urgent action only creates an illusion of  industriousness. I know 
forethought guarantees an environment for calm, playful and innovative work. My space is clear and 
well-ordered. With confusion put behind me, I notice my greater ability for insight. As I manage 
myself  more skillfully, I accomplish more with ease. My confidence grows and my beliefs expand to 
accept that there are no limits.

I am effortlessly efficient and effective.
I enjoy mastery in the skill of  living.

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to Lara Virostko Waldenmaier.      
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Forbearance Scroll

Forbearance is keeping an understanding heart . . . with acceptance.

I carefully observe and understand.
I can adjust to any situation.

I express an understanding spirit even when I encounter disturbing situations. My forbearance is not 
a matter or personal will; rather, it simply becomes a quality of  my character as I let 'self  'out of  the 
way. I become forbearing as I lift my thoughts above personalities. I take the time to think and 
measure my words so that I might speak with understanding to the underlying cause of  another's 
seemingly hurtful actions. I release any impulse for retaliation or defensiveness. I take the opportunity 
to increase my insight about another person's fears. I learn their vulnerabilities and remind myself  to 
be sensitive to them.

I enjoy being flexible.
I am happy to be alive.

I let go the memory of  past mistakes and hurts. I release and dissolve any thoughts of  other's attacks 
or wrongs. My forgiving nature preserves my clear perception. As I forgive, so I am forgiven. I pay 
careful attention to others. It is difficult to watch others stumble and make mistakes, but I am careful 
to refrain from doing for them what they can do for themselves. If  a friend needs comforting or is 
searching, I forbear from giving unasked-for advice. I respond with an attitude of  non-interference. I 
listen carefully with an understanding mind.

I pay attention to others.
I can adjust to any situation.

I stand firm for my convictions yet I do not react when challenged. Each experience, even one that at 
the time seemed to be adverse, has contributed to the depth of  my understanding, wisdom and 
insight. If  some person or situation causes me to feel confronted or insecure, it is because I have 
momentarily forgotten my goodness and inner strength. It is satisfying to prove that there is nothing 
to fear from me. With patient forbearance, I reaffirm my sense of  self-worth, my personal power and 
quiet competence.

I have no need to get even
I forbear any adversity with serenity.

And when the day is over and I am tired, even then I use gentle words. With an attitude of  
acceptance, I remain adjustable to change. My flexibility and understanding remain with me 
preserving my cheerful peace of  mind. I reach out with comfort and compassion.

I am cheerful and relaxed.
I have faith in the goodness of  humanity.

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to Virginia Browning and Joseph Illick.      
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Humility Scroll
Humility is having faith in myself  . . . with humor.

I see myself  clearly, exactly as I am.
I accept myself  fully, exactly as I am.

I recognize myself  for what I am: a human being sharing unique talents and lessons with other 
human beings. With our inherent abilities, we have no need to seek to build ourselves up by false 
means. Each of  us already possesses true and equal value. I may try to make myself  look better than 
I am; I may try to make myself  look less than I am. Both false pride and shaming discouragement 
block me from true humility, and hinder my growth. I see myself  realistically. I don't depend on 
others to create my self-image. I discern when praise or criticism is warranted.

Humility is honest perception of  myself  and others.
Each day, I see myself  with more clarity.

Each day I learn to accept and respect more about who I truly am. I treat myself  with the same 
loving kindness I express toward my neighbors. In my self-talk, I don't puff  myself  up; yet I do 
acknowledge my natural goodness and sincerity. I accept mistakes that I make and I trust they are 
signposts for me on my path to maturity. Mistakes point me to something new, something that 
broadens me when I learn how to avoid similar mistakes in the future. I am always willing to learn 
something new and better. I enjoy the process of  life and the fruits of  change.

I'm glad I'm me. It’s great to be alive!
I'm worthy, competent and talented exactly as I am.

I am willing to let others know me and accept me just as I am. I release the need to protect myself  or 
them. I remember Goethe's words that "Kindness is the golden chain which binds humanity 
together." I trust myself  to honestly share my mistakes and offer appologies. Thus I allow others to 
identify their own uncertainties sensing the bond of  our joint humanity. I trust others to manage 
their own feelings as I take responsibility for my own. Closeness and friendship grow as we accept, 
comfort, forgive and encourage each other on our path toward human nobility.

I see the hidden abilities in everyone I meet.
I cheerfully accept that my potential is endless.

We are all, in truth, equal parts of  humanity. I know we are all equally valuable. I am open to others 
and listen carefully even though our views may differ. I encourage others to search for their own 
answers. As I cease to measure myself  against others, my fears of  inadequacy, of  threat or of  losing 
control dissolve and I relax. I am aware of  the old fears and hurts at the root of  my personality 
challenges. I accept them as part of  being human, allow them to resolve and dissolve away. I free 
more of  my energy for laughter, gratitude and happy living. As I treat myself  and others with playful 
respect, I come to appreciate more about the wonders and delight of  being human.

I treasure others just as they are.
I treasure myself  exactly as I am.

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to Dr. Kenneth V. Bateman.      
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Kindliness Scroll

Kindliness is thinking of  others. . . with gentleness.

I think before I act and speak.
I treat others with gentle respect.

I am alert to opportunities where I can offer encouragement. My awareness of  oneness expands as I 
notice how each of  us affects the other in great or subtle ways. When I affect the environment of  
another, I am careful to be a constructive influence. Even when I sincerely think my way is better, I 
perceive when I may be intruding or hindering. This discernment cultivates my sensitivity to be non-
interfering and kind. As a good listener, I don't let my eyes or thoughts wander when someone is 
speaking with me; I pay attention.

I listen with empathy.
I greet others with cheerfulness.

I cultivate a positive attitude and express it in thoughtful ways. I notice when someone else is 
considerate and I acknowledge their kindness. I avoid causing others discomfort. I am genuinely 
interested in the well-being and happiness of  others. I have a special ability to make people feel 
loved. However, I also know not to interfere when I shouldn't shield someone from their own 
lessons. I feel delighted when I can commit an anonymous or impulsive act of  kindness.

I have a gift for showing love.
I take time to appreciate beauty and talent.

I am patient, kindly and tolerant. I greet others with a heart-warming smile and firm handclasp or 
respectful hug. People mention how they feel relaxed with me. It is easy for me to listen patiently 
when someone needs a kind ear. However, I refuse to tolerate gossip or blaming. When I see an 
opportunity to serve others, I bring bits of  happiness into their lives through considerate acts and 
words. I have developed the habit of  courtesy and social gestures that are graceful and respectful 
such as putting others first, taking time with introductions or directing conversation in accord with 
others' interests. 

I treat others with courtesy.
I find joy in giving generously.

I am watchful for those times when someone needs a helping hand. I enjoy giving more than people 
expect. My attitude tells them that there is always more for them than they need. I notice ways to 
show others that I am aware of  their unique preferences and needs. I know that kindness and caring 
only grow with the giving. So I serve without expecting in return. This experience of  my selflessness 
builds my ability for kind gestures to a quiet, joyful art form.

I enjoy the social graces.
I am always ready to help.

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to Carol Jean Andrus and Calla Lily Carlile.      
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Patience Scroll
Patience is trusting that all things work out . . . with perfect timing.

I trust the natural timing of  life processes.
I trust the timing of  my own growth process.

The more I learn about the universe, the more I trust myself  and the positive nature of  creation. I 
realize that I am a special and unique person, equipped with many abilities that lead me to grow at 
the perfect rate. Built into my mind are many qualities that move me forward. My curiosity stimulates 
me to probe the unknown, to try to understand the forces in my life. My natural dissatisfaction with 
the status quo keeps me pursuing new areas of  growth. My soul warns me when I begin to move 
away from my path of  growth. I was created to experience the greatest happiness and fulfillment 
from things that further my advancement. Knowing this, I have no need to worry about myself. I can 
focus on the process of  growing, without anxiety or impatience.

As I grow, my fulfillment expands.
I am patient with my advancement.

At times I become impatient. Sometimes it seems that difficult situations in my life will never end. 
Yet I know each situation has a purpose. When I learn the lesson, the difficulties smooth away. At 
times I wish for new lessons so I can grow faster. But I know that all I need to do is work on the 
problems at hand. I grow best by calmly and patiently addressing my current challenges, one step at a 
time.

I only need to manage today's lessons.
I fill myself  with calmness and serenity.

I accept that events sometimes take longer than expected. I recognize that I will be delayed at times--
in traffic, in lines, working with others or with technology. In these instances, I fill my mind with 
productive thoughts rather than becoming frustrated or  angry. I use the power of  patience to gain 
the best from the situation. As I relax, I learn to accept each situation as it is. I see the reality of  the 
time and energy and resources. I am patient when I think from a leadership perspective. My self-
mastery allows me to plan precisely, to accomplish tasks efficiently and to accept the process 
patiently. My ability to be accepting encourages others by removing pressure.

I have all the time I need and I relax.
I am most efficient when I am patient and calm.

I know that personal change is measured in years. It took many years to become the person I am 
today. As I recognize this, I patiently accept the amount of  time it takes for me to change. With this 
knowledge, I settle back to enjoy the process of  growth in myself, and in all of  the people I 
encounter whether it be a partner, children, fellow workers or friends. I no longer feel irritated when 
people don't adjust to my liking. As I accept others, my relationships become closer. I learn ways to 
support others' growth and, in return, they are more willing to be patient with me.

I enjoy the natural process of  growth.
I accept the unfolding progress of  change.

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to Cindy Parker DeFoore.      
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Precision Scroll

Precision is doing it right the first time . . . with satisfaction.

I attend to ordering my life.
I take pride in how I do my tasks.

   
As I focus on precision, confusion becomes clarity. I see how to develop more focus in my activities. 
I stop wondering what to do next and make a decision. With my current task chosen, my thoughts 
become focused. I know exactly what to do next. I enjoy thinking through what I need to 
accomplish. Now I am free to concentrate on this priority. I am easily able to picture how to reach 
my goal.

I see my results improve.
I feel my self-confidence increase.

If  I find myself  becoming scattered, I pause and take a moment to remember the satisfaction in 
being precise. I have learned how good it feels to do things right the first time. I am always able to 
find things because they are stored neatly. I apply the craftsmanship approach to my life. I take the 
extra time to add the touches necessary for fine work. Yet, I avoid being overly perfectionistic. I 
balance seeking improvement with enjoying what I've accomplished.

I think through all that I want to do. 
The beauty of  order forms the pattern of  my life.

I enjoy clarifying my thoughts and communication. Words have many subtle meanings, and I find 
that I can express fine shades of  intent when I select my words with care. Instead of  having an 
attitude that I don't have time to think before I speak, I realize that my words have power. I consider 
the people and ideas. Instead of  saying, "Let's hurry up now," I know I get better results when I'm 
precise saying, "I really want to leave by seven o'clock, so we won't be late. It's 6:50 now. Is there 
anything I can do to help us be ready on time?" I also write with precision knowing my thoughts 
reach deeper insights and innovative solutions when I take the time for writing.

My clean space creates a clear mind. 
I communicate fully and accurately.

I accurately estimate what is necessary to finish something. I allow myself  more than enough time. I 
feel great when I have the freedom to express my appreciation to myself  and others before going on 
to my next project. My home, car and work spaces are neat. I keep my personal possessions clean 
and in order. I create a blend of  tidiness and beauty that reflect excellence of  character. I affirm the 
universal order of  my path, my relationships and my knowledge.

I feel at ease with an organized environment.
With clarity and beauty, I breathe easily.

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to Jacob Louis Waldenmaier.      
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Sincerity Scroll

Sincerity is hunger for truth . . . with honesty.

I make virtuousness a part of  my being.
I choose to live true to that which is good.

   
I make a commitment to my personal advancement. I am willing to learn discernment about what is 
good and what is better. I pledge my life in this physical world to my spiritual growth. I master my 
thoughts so that I fill my mind with what is constructive, creative and kind. I pledge devotion to The 
Way of  Love. I sincerely practice my faith through the many small and great decisions I must make 
daily. My wisdom and character grow brighter with each month.

I train my mind to think only positively.
I balance my life for growth, success and play.

I make commitments to the relationships I desire. I am patient and tolerant with myself  and others. 
When I am confronted, I stand firm with courage and forbearance. My emotional maturity allows me 
to be understanding of  others without feeling defensive. I separate my feelings from their words and 
actions. When I feel passionate joy, pain and awe, I am grateful for this intensity of  being alive. I am 
happy to take the risks necessary for sincere bonds and trustworthy relationships.

I am open and honest about my emotions. 
I enjoy the rewards of  deep intimacy.

I am genuine and straightforward in my desire to learn. I forego impulses to mask myself. I remain 
present and honest neither avoiding nor confronting. I can see my mistakes and admit when I need 
to change my thinking and actions. I am able to forgive myself  and others easily. When I wrestle with 
my fears I overcome them more easily than I had hoped. I feel the strength of  my soul when I am 
brave and silently molding myself  to the image of  the loving Christ.

I have strong moral soundness.
I steadfastly dedicate myself  to what is right and good.

I give sincere compliments that others can accept. When I receive a compliment, I do not avoid it or 
minimize myself; I accept it with sincere gratitude. I listen carefully to others' words and react 
sincerely. I resist impulses to change their opinions. My responses are genuine and appropriate. I have 
a positive and cheerful attitude. I treat others with charitable generosity. I am also sincerely gentle and 
considerate for my own needs and desires. I ensure my health and joy by being clear about what I 
want and about how I ask for it. I make sure I give and receive love.

I trust myself  to make good decisions.
I am happily genuine in all the places of  my life.

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to Dr. Jack J. Waldenmaier.
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Tolerance Scroll

Tolerance is knowing all people are my kin . . . with respect.

I accept myself  just as I am.
I freely accept others just as they are.

   
I am increasing my ability to truly see others. I sense my oneness with all people. My thoughts 
embrace all others in reverence for the kinship of  humanity. I know that men and women all over the 
Earth experience the same kinds of  joys and challenges. I step beyond both prejudice and over-
idealism to see the real character under the personalities of  the individuals I encounter. I am 
becoming more aware of  my understanding heart. I express my love for humanity by understanding 
and accepting people.

I am tolerant and understanding.
I see beyond the surface.

I replace my tendency be critical of  others with a silent search of  my mind for accepting thoughts. I 
slow my responses and remain at peace. I have faith in my self  and in the goodness of  all people and 
all situations even when it is not immediately apparent to me. I don't become involved with gossip. I 
realize that it is difficult to know others' challenges, purposes or motives. I do not wish to detract 
from the reputation of  another. So, when I hear judgmental opinions, I quietly remember that we all 
do the best we can.

I think before I speak. 
I treat myself  and others with kindness and respect.

It is easy to be tolerant when my expectations are reasonable. I know that individual growth and 
personality change are a continuing process of  trying, making mistakes, and trying yet again to 
achieve success. Only gradually is mastery achieved. I don't expect instant excellence from myself  or 
others. I leave behind self-righteous thinking. With tolerance, what once were annoying habits in 
others become endearing idiosyncrasies. I appreciate and encourage others when I notice they are 
making efforts to change or grow.

I am comfortable being myself. 
I let others be who they are.

I do not make judgments on others. I place myself  in their situation and learn to deeply understand. 
My life is graced by people who contribute to my life through their individuality and their different 
ideas. I appreciate them and I learn from them. I meet each day with calm acceptance in my heart. I 
enjoy the inner harmony or peace, tolerance and understanding.

I treat myself  and others with understanding.
I have faith in the goodness of  people and the universe.

INSTRUCTIONS: To practice and gain a virtue, read your scroll once in the morning and once before 
sleeping for a week. For synthesis, use each scroll for at least 21 days. Email Heather for the other 11.
You are invited to copy and share these scrolls.  Dedicated to Cathy Ibe Cox.
1995 by Heather Carlile     heatherc@heathercarlile.com      ReWritingYourFuture.com    214-636-5889
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Heather Carlile is known as a futurist and a wizard of  human nature.

She began teaching and facilitating for individuals and corporations  starting in 
1993. Her personal quest for growth began over 30 years  ago. She is  a pioneer 
with a passion for virtue, identity, gender, purpose and relationships. 

Heather’s  private practice is  in Richardson, Texas  where she specializes  in depth 
psychology, marriage counseling and mentoring. Her unique transpersonal 
philosophy, which she uses  to relieve anxiety, depression, confusion, guilt, anger 
and grief, integrates  archetypes and spirituality with classical psychological 
techniques. Her work includes  seminars  on stopping self-sabotage, virtuous 
character, parenting, personality (through the Enneagram), and grieving. Heather is  also a professional speaker 
and corporate trainer with a special focus on interaction, facilitation and good humor in her presentations on 
healthy lifestyle, relationships and change management. 

She is  the author of several study guides  and the ReWriting Your Future mentoring course. She created and co-
facilitates  Designer  Marriage with her husband in classes and on the radio. You can experience her mentoring 
every Wednesday evening at 8:00 CST online through her live broadcast via the Red Room where she answers 
your anonymous typed questions.  

Originally a Canadian from the Saskatchewan wilderness, Heather’s  passions include her husband, composer, 
Jack Waldenmaier, photography, dinner parties, painting, jazz, new classical music, opera, Argentine Tango and 
volleying philosophical musings with other cultural creatives. 
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